
OFFICIAL ODOMETER PROGRAMMING FORM, DISCLAIMER 

STATEMENT AND AGREEMENT

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

CITY:  STATE: ZIP CODE: 

 PHONE:  EMAIL: 

AGREEMENT:
Whereas, the undersigned, the Client, has requested that Odo-Pro to perform service work on an odometer of a motor 
vehicle, 

Whereas, State and Federal Laws specifically prohibit the tampering or alteration of any vehicle’s odometer so that the 
indicated mileage is not the true mileage and that State and Federal Laws provide for significant damages including the right 
to attorney fees for any illegal tampering or alteration of a vehicle’s mileage reading; 

Whereas the Client has read and understands U.S. Code  49 U.S. Code § 32705. Disclosure requirements on transfer of 
motor vehicles.

Whereas the Client understand and accepts by signing this contract the legal responsibility for installing an odometer in the 
Client’s vehicle. Furthermore by signing this contract the Client acknowledges that it is a Federal and State crime to 
knowingly install an odometer with mileage that differs from the true mileage of the vehicle.Whereas, in many cases it is 
impossible to accurately determine the actual mileage of a vehicle, and instead, Odo-Pro must rely upon representations as to 
actual mileage provided by the Client in order to accurately set the odometer; 

In consideration of the above, the parties hereby agree as follows; 

1. The Client represents and warrants to the best of their knowledge that the actual mileage on this:

____________              ___________________________
     (Year) (Make)

____________________________ 
(Model)

as of this  _____________________      should have a mileage of:      ___________________________ .
 (Today's Date) (Current Original Vehicle Mileage)

The reason for programming this odometer is:  ___________________________________________________________ .
(Original Inoperative, Damage, Theft, Flood, Fire, Kit Car, Etc.)

2. The Client agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Odo-Pro its employees, representatives, officers, agents and
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Disclaimer:
By using this service, you agree to all of Odo-Pro's Terms: http://www.odo-pro.com/terms-of-service.html 
No work will be done without a completed and signed agreement below.
Odo-Pro reserves the right to refuse all work without explanation. 

 PART INFORMATION (This is information about the part that you are sending in for programming):

YEAR: 

CURRENT MILEAGE READING ON THE PART (VERY HELPFUL IF KNOWN):

MAKE: MODEL:

assigns from any and all claims, actions, cause of actions, demands, rights, damages and attorney fees relating to or arising 
out of Odo-Pro's work on the odometer. 

Client Name:___________________________________________________________________ 

Clients Signature:_______________________________   Date:_______________




